
Shamble Rules

Four man shamble: Each player tees-off. You then pick the best shot and everyone plays from 
there. Each player then finishes the hole with their own ball. Each player shall play at least 4 
best tee shots.
The team score is the sum of the two best individual net scores. The net score is the actual, 
minus the handicap strokes. The handicap strokes should be marked on the score cards at 80% 
of their league handicaps. No player, no matter his handicap, will receive more than one 
stroke on any par 3

There will be no GIMMEE PUTTS over 1 foot. Players can move their putts to within one putter 
width of the original ball, but no closer to the hole. On drives players may move their ball one 
club length from the original ball, but no closer to the hole. 

In the case of 3 players on a team, the Phantom rule is in effect. On each 3 man team one 
player should hit TWO tee shots. But once the tee shot is chosen, the three players play their 
own ball until it’s holed out. ( The extra shot is only allowed on the tee). Players can hit alternate 
tee shots or, Player A, hits an extra shot on the first 6 holes. Player B, hits an extra shot on the 
next six holes. Player C , hits an extra shot on the remaining 6 holes.

Handicap 80% differential Handicap 80% Differential0

1 1 19 15
2 2 20 16
3 2 21 17
4 3 22 18
5 4 23 18
6 5 24 19
7 6 25 20
8 6 26 21
9 7 27 22
10 8 28 22
11 9 29 23
12 10 30 24
13 10 31 25
14 11 32 26
15 12 33 26
16 13 34 27
17 14 35 28
18 14 36 29


